2nd Grade Math Games

Card Games:
Fast Facts:
To Play:
- Take a deck of cards and discard the face cards.
- Use Ace cards as 1.
- Simply lay down two cards from the deck, face up.
- Either have players add, subtract, or multiply the two cards.
- Player with correct answer first wins round. Collects Cards.
- Player with most cards wins.

Total Ten:
To Play:
- Take a deck of cards and remove face cards, while aces equal 1.
- Lay out 20 cards, face up, on the table.
- Players remove sets of cards that add up to 10.
- The Goal is to remove all the cards from the table.

Close Call:
To Play:
- Take a deck of cards and remove face cards, while aces equal 1.
- Each player deals themselves four cards.
- Player’s goal is to determine how to arrange cards so that they make two, two-digit numbers that add up close to 100 without going over.
- Player closest to 100 wins.
- For a subtraction version, work to get as close to zero as possible.

Triple Digit Dare:
To Play:
- Take a deck of cards and remove face cards, while aces equal 1.
- Each player gets three cards.
- Players privately determines the highest three-digit number they can make.
- All players then lay down their best number to see who wins.

Dice Games:
Beck That:
To play:
Take 2-3, 6 sided dice
Players take turns to roll the dice and put them in order to make the highest number possible.
Example: If you roll a 4 and a 6, your best answer would be 64.
Or using 3 dice, a roll of 3, 5 and 2 should give you 532.
The challenge is for the next player to roll a higher number.